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Morkre and Tarr quantitatively assess the
ccnsequences for Hungary of three types of
policies:
- Removing quantitative import restraints in
agriculture, both for all of agricultire and for
each of five separate agricultural products.
* Removing the export subsidy program in
agriculture.
* Adopting a European Community-type
common agricultural policy (CAP) system in
Hungary.
The authors e; timate the consequences of all
policies by using a small open-economy computable general equilibrium model for Hungary,
calibrated to the year 1990.
They estimate the tariff equivalent of the
import licenses through a detailed study of price
comparisons, the first of its kind for Hungary.

as the long-run trend in Hungarian agricultural
policy has been toward less intervention and
more reliance on the market. A CAP system
would significantly increase the government's
fiscal problems.
Import protection and export subsidies are
costly, inefficient policies. The most important
policy conclusion, they contend, has to do with
the piecemeal sequencing of refonns in the
presence of both export subsidies and import
licenses. Removing import l.eenses while export
subsidies remain would generate byproduct
distortions in the export market and little gain in
welfare. The piecemeal removal of export
subsidies, however, would not generate
byproduct distortion, so substantial gains could
be expected - but at the expense of greater
adjustment costs.
To facilitate understanding of this commonly
used type of general equilibrium model, they
explain the results by using supply-and-demand
graphs of the agricultural sector.

Imposing a CAP system, they find, would be
a costly step backward for Hungary, especially
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REFORMING HUNGARIAN AGRICULTURAL TRADE POLICY:
A QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
Morris Morkre and David Tarr'

1. INTRODUCTION
Hungary has made great strides in reca.ntyears in moving toward a market
oriented economy, including reforming its external trade regime. Although all
imports were subject to an import licensing requirement as of December 1988, by
1992 tariff lines corresponding to over 75 percent of industrial output were
liberalized, i.e., free of import licensing. However, certain problems remain.
Hungarian

production

agricultural

fully

remained

import

through

protected

licensing, and a significant share of the remaining industrial output protection
was in the food sector, justified in part due to high cost agricultural output.
Moreover,

agricultural

export subsidies have become a large share of

total

government subsidies.
Since Hungary

has

signed an Association

Agreement

with

European

the

Community (EC), some are sanguine regarding the f - - of Hungary's trade pol.cy,
taking the view that long-term harmonization of Hungary's trade policies with the
EC

will

correct

remaining

distortions.

But

the most

protected sectors in Hungary are those sectors termed

remaining

'sensitive" by the EC,'

of the EC itself are quite distorted. Thus, it cannot be

in which polic4

.

presumed

EC

that

significant

pressure

will

correct

these

distortions.

Wor'e

still,

harmonization of Hungarian policies to those of the EC in the agricultural sector
(a policy informall;' suggested by some policymakers in Hungary) would mean the
introduction

of

a

"Common Agriculture

Policy"

(CAP) type

system

and

the

'The authors would like to thank Mrs. Agnes Nagy of Kopint Datorg, BudapestHungary for her extensive
assistance in the price comparisons study; Gabor Oblath, Ulrich Thumrn, Rory O'Sullivan, Csaba Csaki and
Wayne Ringlein for their comments; officials too numerous to mention in the Ministries of International
Economic Relations and Agricultureof Hungary for their assistanceand informativediscussions during several
and Jeff Hayden and Nellie Artis for their logistical support. The views expressed are those of the
mnissions;
authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the U.S. Federal Trade Commission, the World Bank, the
Governmentof Hungary or its Ministries,or those acknowledged.
'In additionto agricultureand a large share of the food sector, a significantshare of the textilesand appareland
sectorsremainsubjectto importlicerses.
pharmaceuticals

continuation

of

export

subsidies.

Given that GDP

originating

in Hungarian

agriculture is about 12 of total GDP, compared to 3 percent in the EC, a CAP type
system in Hungary would be expected to impose a more significant deadweight loss
burden on tne rest of the relatively fragile Huungarian economy.
In its international negotiations, the Government of Hungary has taken a
progressive position on these issues. It is a member of the Cairn,;group in the
Uruguay

Round

GATT negotiations,

of

i.e.,

it

supports

the

reduction

of

agricultural s'bsidies and increased transparency of import barriers through
tariffication, which includes the elimination of licenses on imported products.2
Hungary justifies its interventionist policies in agriculture due to the fear of
dumping on the part of the EC, and prefers a multilateral rather than unilateral
reduction in these policies

(see GATT, 1991)

.3

In this paper we quantitatively assess che consequences of three categories
of unilateral

policy action by the Government of Hungary:

(1) the costs to

Hungary of its import restraints in agriculture, both in aggregate for all of
agriculture and in each of five separate agricultural products: butter, pork,
cheese, chicken and milk

powder. The tariff equivalent of the import licenses was

estimated through detailed empirical work based on price comparisons between the
Hungarian

and world markets;

(2) the costs of ':he Hungarian export

subsidy

program; and (3) the costs of a CAP type system in Fungary. The consequences of
all policies are estimated through the use of a small open economy computable
general equilibrium model for Hungary, calibrated to the year 1990. we provide
a thorough intuitive explanation of the results, however, through the use of
partial equilibrium graphs of the agricultural sector (which itself is divided
into three markets).

VWeshow in the appendix, however, that agriculrural import licensing in Hungary is more extensive than in OECD
countries outside of the EC
3

1t should be noted that tarifficationof non-tariffbarriers retains protectionagainst dumping, cnd, since about 80 percent
of Hungary's agricultural tariff lines are not bound under the GATr, tiriffication appears feasil.'e.Tariffication offers a
number of advantages including: its transparancywill tend to reduce the dispersion in the protection regime as less protected
interests become aware of the level of protection receivedby the highly protected sectors; and since licenses provide rents to
those who obtain the licenses, licensing could generate costly rent-seeking which would be significantly reduced by
tariffication.

2

We find that import protection, export subsidies and a pot ,ntial CAP
program are all costly to the country in terms of lost welfare, and the CAP
system would contribute significantlyto the Government's fiscal problems. We
aiso find that the benefits of import liberalizationare considerablymuted in
the presence of an export .subsidyprogram in the same industry, because, in
response to the decrease in domestic demand, exporters substituteexport sales
(increasingthe government'ssubsily burden). This indicates from a sequencing
perspective, it is important to concurrently reduce export subsidies in the
process of import liberalization.
Although the magnitude of the costs of protective and interver.tionist
policies in the agriculture sector in East and Central Europe will surely vary
across the different economies, similar policies and proposals have been
discussed in other countries in East and Central Europe (since most now have
Association Agreements with the EC).'

Thus, the information gained from this

exercise should be relevant to the policies of some of these other East ane
Central European countries as well.

In section 1I we briefly survey the recent referms in Hungarianagriculture
policy as well as the principal remaining policy problems. In section III, the
basic data of the model are presented. MGst notabil, this includes the details
of a price comparisons study to determine the tariff equivalence of the import
licensing regime. This price comparisonsstudy is the first of its kind to our
knowledge for Hungary, which is remarkablegiven the longstandingclaim of the
pre-1990 Government that the licenses do not represent a restraint to trade.'
An overview of the model is preserted in section III. The results are presented
in sections IV and V. In section IV the results are interpreted through
consumers'and producers'surplus using three ordinary supply-demanddiagrams of
4

1n 1992a CAP type system was being discussed in Polandand Czechoslovakia,and in Romaniain 1993.

'See Haus (1992) for a fascinating account of the negotiationsin the early 1970s under which Hungary entered the
GATT. Hungary maintained that with the introductionof the 'New EcononmnicMechansim," it had departed sufficiently
from central planr.ing that the tariff was the principal import regualtory mechanism. The Hingarian representative
steadfastly resisted quantitative imnportcommitmentscharacteristicof the accession agreementsof Romaniaand Poland (due
to their status as state trading countries), and insisted on (and received)tariff concessionsas the 'price' of its admission to
GATT.
3

the agriculture

sector. Despite the fact that they are partial equilibrium

diagrams, since the linkages within the agriculturo'sector are incorporated, they
are

helpful for understanding the principal effects of the policy changes in

general equilibrium models of this type. The equations of the model, as well as
a comparison of the OECD countries import licensing regimes in agriculture are
in the appendix.

II.

RECENT POLICY CHANGES AFFECTING HUNGARIAN AGRICULTURE

The regulatory environment affecting Hungarian agriculture has changed
dramatically in recent years. Thess changes include: removal of virtually all
central controls on prices; reduction in government subsidies; unificatior; of
current account transactions and elimination of state trading

(following the

demise of the CMEA trading system); and an opening of the types and numbers of
firms that can engage in external trade, i.e., removal of the state monopoly of
foreign trade.

Regulatorv Reform
Price Decontrol.

Before

1989,

85 percent

of the prices of

Hungarian

agricultural products were either set or regulated by the government. By January
1991, only consumer prices of white bread and one type of milk

(2.9 percent

milkfat) rr'nained reg'alated.
Subsidies. Overall subsidies to the agriculture sector (such as export,
production, input and investment subsidies) fell from 3.7 percent to 1.6 percent
of GDP between 1988 and 1990 (GATT, 1991, vol I, 128) . Plans called for a further
slash in production subsidies and a complete elimination of input subsidies. In
fact, the reduction of production and input subsidies combined with the removal
of price controls had an offsetting effect which left farm income relatively
unchanged.6 Export subsidies, however, have not declined as significantly. For

similar results would have occurred in Poland for
6Tarr (1990, pp. 111-114), using 1988 conditiors, estimates that
farmers producing butter. Tarr estimates that a policy of simultaneouslylifting price controls and removing producer
subsidies wouldhave resulted in an improvementin producers' surplus of farmers.
4

most products, exports subsidies were available in 199o at between 15 and 35
percent of the value

if

exports

(see table 1); as a reeult, by 1990 export

subsidies rose to about three-fourths of total subsidies to the agricu.lture
sector.'
State Trading. With the demise of the CMEA the highly distortionary state
tradinj struotures involved in the massive intergovernmental barter agreements
have been disbanded. All trade i9 settled on a similar basis, i.e., there is no
seurpreze transferable ruole balance of payments accounting for trade with the
CMEL countries. While buffeted by an adverse terms-of-trade shock in the switchover to world prices in its CMEA trade
reoriented

(Oblath and Tarr, 1991), Hungary has

its agricultural exports so that by 1990 over tw-o-thirds of its

exports were to developed countries (up from 42 percent in 1985), with

.eclines

in exports to socialist markets accounting fcr almost all of the i.ncrease (Varga
et al., 1991).
Demonovolization of Foreiqn Trade. Beginning in 1987, t'lestata monopoly
of foreign trade was relaxed for foreign trade settled in convertible currency,
which now comprises all trade. The number of enterprises enga-ed in exporting
(importing) of agricultural products exploded from 81 (39) in 1987 to A95 (205)
in 1990. These developments have facilitated competition and removed a tool of
regulatory control from the hands of the state. 8

Remaining Policy Problems: Imnort Licenses. Export Subsidies and a Potential CAP.

Given

this extensive progress,

the principal

regulatory problems that

remain are, as discussed above, t e import licenses and the export subsidies. In
addition, Hungary introduced a new program in January 1991 that has elements of
a CAP type program. This ptogram runs counter to the reforms mentioned above as

'Gatt (1991, Vol II, p.40) estimatedexport subsidiesat 73 percent of total subsidies.
8

See GAT'I' (1991) and Bognar et a. (1991) for further details.
5
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and Exgort

that

Column 1 reveals

fact

imports.

This

exports

of all

Hungarian

is

are

important

we have

share

in

the

agriculture.

analysis.
are

table

in

consumption

on the other

hand,

of agricultural

one-quarter

welfare

in the

of domestic

investigated;

a significant

prodc cts

agricultural

On the

other

an important

hand,
part

of

for

the

output.

_.xort

Subsidies.

Export

subsidy

Ministry

small

data relevant

in Hungarian

instruments

policy

products
in,ports

agricultural

1, we su vmarize the basic

In table

are a very

imports

agricultural

individual

aggregate

Shares.

of the trade

to our investigation

year.

were soon added to the EC CAP system.

Data

Basic

the

as

in Hunrary

environment

regulatory

grains

of a CAP raises

introduction

increased

feed

use

that

food products

and

livestock

maiy downstream

but due to the

to be supported;

productc

of the EC,

. Ir the case

price.

deteriorating

to s'Apport

wheat market

in the

intervened

the Government

supply,

excuas

Ir.

animals.

and some slaughter

for grains

minimum prices

it set

In particular,

in Hungary.9

sec.tor

of the agriculture

deregulation

of

Export
rates

International

number of Hungarian

subsily

available

rates
at

any point

Economic Relations

sources."

of colunn

4 are an average

in time are announced

and are

publicly

available

by the
in a

0

91ndeed,agriculturewas the first sectorto benefitfrom decentralizingreformsthat began in the late 1960s. These
reforms included abolishingobligatory plan targets, increasingprices paid to producers,and looseningcontrols over private
plots. For a discussionof agriculturalreforms by Hungarysince 1965see Marrese(1990).
'°See KereskedelmiKozlony(OfficialJournal of the Ministry of Commerce),vol II, No. 1, p. 27 (Jan 25, 1990); vol 11,
No. 6, p. 194 (April 17, 1990); and KulgazdasagiKoziony (Official Journal of the Ministry of International Economic
Relations), vol. 1, No. 1, p.7 (August 15, 1990).
6

Pri.ce Compa isons Estimate of ouota Premia. In column 3 of table 1, we
report the premis rate (or tariff equivelent of the import l_cense) for each of
the products for which we conducted an empirical inveatigation. As elaborated
fully

in

table

invFsciqation.'1

2,

data

these

obtained

were

by

a

price

comparisons

The percent increase in price induced by the license

(after

adjastir'q for t.ansportation and tariff charges) is referred to as the license
premium.

For the products

listed in the table we estimate that the

import

licerqes represent a binding import constraint, and we therefore model the import
licenses as q'aotasin ou: model. Although Hungarian products are generally viewed
as being of lower quality, we have not adjusted for these quality differences;
this implies that the license premium is higher than we have estimated to the
extent of unadjusted quality differences.1 2

Model overview
The model is a single-country, two sector, CGE model for n small

open

One sector is either the agricultural

economy benchmarko:d to data for 1990.

sector as a whole or a specific agricultural product
second sector is the rest of the economy.

(e.g., butter) while the

The economy has a given endowment of

productive _.esources and chooses from given teclnologies in the employment of
these resources.

There exists a given production possibility frontier that

describes the tradeoff in production between the two sectors. Several CGE models
with these supply side features have been constructed recently to e:amine trade
3
policy issues for various products, including steel, textiles, and wheat.'

As

for her detailedwork in providingthese price
of BudapestHdungary
'Wethank Ms. AgnesNagyof Kopint-Datorg
comr- -isons.
'2There were some agricultural proJucts subject to licensing for which our price comparisons study did not show a
positive licensingpremium. We attribute this to the lack of adjustmentfor quality.
'3 For exampl, see Trela and Whalley(1990) and l'rela, Whally, and Wigle(i987).
7

is typical of small open economy models, we aggregate all other countries into
the "rest of the world" and treat this aggregate parametrically."4
The model assumes that market prices are sufficiently flexible to ensure
that demands from utility maximizing consumers are consiste-t with the supplies
of cost minimizing producers, resulting in market equilibrium.

This assumption

would be of doubtful validity in Hungarv prior to 1990, due to the widespread use
of price controls for many products. In 1990, however, there was significant
liberalization of prices as the ccuntry moved toward a market system, allowing
us to reasonably employ a market clearing model.
A

schematic

diagram

of

t..e consumption

and production

structures

is

provided in figure 1. The demand side of the model assumes consumption decisions
are made by a representative consumer with a Str-ne-Gearyutility function leading
'o a linear expenditure system (LES).

T1.zreare two composite consumption goods.

The significant product differentiation between simi±ai domestic and imported
goods

in Hungary

(with Hungarian goods being of somewhat lower quality)

incorporated through the use of the
consumption good

is

Armington assumption, i.e., each composite

is a constant elasticity of substitution

(CES) function of

domestic and imported goods.
The supply side of the model assumes that the economy's total endowment of
productive

resources

is fixed and

employed

in the

productive resources are not modelled explicitly, it

two sectors.

Although

is assur.jdthat at least one

input (e.g., labor) is mobile between the two sectors.

The degree of flexibility

between sectors is indicated by the elasticity of the constant elasticity of
transformation

(CETi production possibility frontier for the two sectors.

In

addition, each domestically produced product is a composite product that is a CET
function of two specific varieties or qualities, one for the domestic market and

the other for the export market.
product differentiation

This specificationcaptures the important

feature between exports and domestic products.

For

'4The structure of our model draws extensivelyon de Melo 2nd Tarr (1992), chapters 2 and 3. The reader may consult
this source for an elaborationof the economicsof modelsof this type.
8

example, in the case of meats, exported pork is commonly frozen while pork for
the home market is typically fresh or chilled.
Although the Armingtom assumption has been the standard method of modelling
sectors

in applied general

equilibrium models, one must be careful

of

its

limitations in certain situations. In particular, what may not be apparent is
that under the Armington assumption, in response to a change in trade policy
(such as tariff or quota reductions) in a given sector, resource movement and the
welfare impact will be extremely muted in sectors with a small initial import
share. For example, with a point estimate Armington elasticity

(elasticity of

substitution) of 2, a fifty percent decline in the relative price of imports will
induce a 100 percent increase in the ratio of imports to domestic sales in
consumption. But if imports were less than 0.5 percent of consumption, they will
remain under one percent after their relative price reduction, i.e., the absolute
increase in the import share of consumption is less than 0.5 percent. With the
same elasticity of substitution, if a sector has a signiricant initial share, the
same relative price reduction will result in a much larger absolute increase in
That is, ceterus

imports as a percent of total consumption in the sector.

paribus, the Armington assumption suggests that there would be dramatically less
resource movement (and consequently less welfare impact) in the case of a small
initial import share. In some of the agriculture sectors of Hungary, the licenses
are regarded as quite important for the protection of the sector, and such a
small change in imports (given the small share of imports as shown in table 1)
from a large relative price decline of imports appears unrealistic.
On the other hand, the homogenous product assumption will tend to result
in excessive resource movement, and is equally unrealistic.

Our solution to this

problem, has been to employ the Armington assumption, but to use elasticities
that are rather high by the usual standards, since the share of imports is rather
small in all individual sectors; this results in a change in quantity demanded
for imports that, while still somewhat muted, is more realistic.
Finally, the balance of payments is constrained such that total exports
minus total imports (expressed in world prices) is constant, i.e., there is no

9

free lunch either provided to or received from the rest of the world in response
to a policy shift.

The real exchange rate adjusts to satisfy the constraint.

We measure the change in welfare by the Hicksian equivalent variation. The model
is written and solved using the GAMS programming language; see Brooke et al.
(1988).

IV. COSTS OF LICENSING OF IMPORTS AND EXPORT SUBSIDIES

In table 3, we present the results of our examination of trade policy
changes in particular agricultural sectors; the scenarios consider the impact of
eliminating export subsidies, eliminating import licensing and eliminating both.
In the

top part

of table 4, we present similar results

for the aggregate

agriculture sector. In all cases, the two sector model is employed. The rest of
the economy changes size depending on the size of the agriculture sector under
consideration.
For each scenario, we consider the impact on four important variables:
welfare (the Hicksian equivalent variation), composite output of the sector, net
government revenue and the real exchange rate. In all cases, the results are
presented

in percentage

terms. The central elasticity scenario presents the

results with our best guess of the elasticities.

In order to determine whether

the results are robust, all scenarios are rerun with high and low elasticities,
where the high and low elasticity cases generally are obtained by doubling and
halving the elasticities.
The static welfare benefits are somewhat modest. In the central elasticity
case for aggregate agriculture, the benefits are 74 thousandths of one percent
for export subsidy removal (this equals 1.52 billion 1990 forint out of a GDP of
2070 billion forint), 51 thousandths of one percent for import license removal
and 11 hundredths of one percent for removal of both. These results, however,
should not be surprising to those who are familiar with previous estimates of the
welfare effects of policy reform in constant returns to scale models without rent
capture or rent seeking. Whether in partial or general equilibrium, measuring

10

"Harberger" triangles or

its equivalent in general

equilibrium models,

typically produced estimates similar to those of tables 3 and 4.1'

has

However,

models that estimate the dynamic effects of trade liberalization suggest that the
dynamic benefits of trade liberalization are
from static models

many times the benefits suggested

(see e.g., Baldwin, 1989) . These estimates of the dynamic

benefits, however, are based on estimates derived from static models such as ours
so that our estimates are an important step in the process of estimating the
total benefits of trade liberalization.
Comparing

the effects of removing export subsidies to removing import

licenses reveals that the welfare benefits and sectoral adjustment of output are
typically much larger with export subsidy removal. This may appear surprising,
especially in the aggregate agriculture case, where the export subsidy and the
import

license

premium

are

about

equal.1 6

The

reason

is that

separate or

piecemeal removal of the import cuotas has important second best effects which
reduce the welfaie benefits and output adjustment of the agricultural sector.
We utilize figures 2, 3 and 4 to explain the results of the three policy
type scenarios in table 2 and the top of table 3. These figures each have three
ordinary supply-demand diagrams, and are partial equilibrium because they only
picture the agricultural sector. Non-etheless, since the linkages within the
agriculture

sector are incorporated, they are helpful for understanding the

principal effects of the policy changes in our general equilibrium model. The
domestic product and the imported product are pictured separately since consumers
regard the two varieties as heterogeneous (the Armington assumption). Thus, in
addition to their own prices, the demand curves for imports and the domestic

'5For example, de Melc and Tarr (1990; 1992; 1993) found that the benefits of removingU.S. quotas were about 0.5
percent of GDP. But their estimates incorporateda rent transfer componentof the quotas (whichwas about four-fifthsof the
costs) which is not preseimin the Hungarian context. Trella and Whalley (1990) found the benefits to theU.S. of global
removal of the MFA would be about 0.3 percent of GDP, where again a rent transfer component was involved. Morkre
(1990) found the benefits of agricultural liberalizationin sugar and dairy products in the U.S. would be about 0.5 billion
U.S. dollars, or about 0.01 percent of 1987GDP. The abovewere general equilibriumstudies, but Morkre and Tarr (1980)
and Tarr and Morkre (1984) estimated the benefits of removing import restriction in numerous industries in partial
equilibriumwith similar results.
'6Butterand pork have higher import quota premia relativeto their export subsidy rates, so removingthe import quota
premium is more importantin relative terms.
11

product depend on the price of their substitute. Similarly, for producers, the
domestic product and the export product are heterogeneous, and are pictured
separately.

Since

producers

can switch markets

subject

to

their

technical

possibiliti's expressed by the CET function, in addition to its own price, the
export

(domestic) supply curve is a function of the price of the domestic

(export) good. Due to the small country assumption, the supply of imports is
perfectly elastic at the world price of imports (WPM), and the demand for exports
is perfectly

elastic

at

the world

p:ice

of

exports

(WPE). WPM

includes

transportation costs but excludes tariffs; the "tariff ridden" demand curve for
imports is pictured, since the quota premia rate must be determined residually
after the tariff is collected.

The export subsie,

.te, denoted

s, allows

producers to obtain WPE(l+s) per unit of exports.
Fiaure 2 illustrates, the effects of removi
presence

of an export subsidy

in the same industr-

imnport quota

in the

Tn all three figures,

variables in the initial equilibrium are denoted by the siLbs,.riot0; in the new
equilibrium by 1. The initial impact of quota removal results in a decline in the
price of imports to PM1 .17

Since the demand for the domestic variety depends on

the price of imports, the demand for the domestic variety shifts down and its
price declines

to PD1 . The

feedback effects:

lower price of the domestic variety induces two

(1) consumers will reoptimize by shifting demand away from

imports, i.e., the demand for imports shifts in to dl. Thus, the triangle of
benefits measured in the import market is the shaded area shown;1 " (2) producers
will reoptimize by shifting production toward the export variety, which continues
to sell at the world price times one plus the export subsidy rate

(denoted

WPE[l+s]), i.e., the export suppl.ycurve shifts out to the right. The government
subsicy burden will increase by the size of the shaded rectangle in the export
market. This rectanale in the export market is a second best type loss to the

"7Since our model is a comparativestatics model, the 'dynamics' discussed in the context of figures 2, 3 and 4 is for
pedagogicalpurposes only.
'8See Burns(1974) for the justificationof the measurementof the benefits of quota removalin the import marketas the
triangle created by connectingthe equilibriumpoints.
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economy which must be subtracted from the triangle of benefits in the imDort
to asses overall benefits to the economv;1

market

9

It follows that the net

benefits of quota removal are equal to the shaded triangle in the market for
0
imports minus the shaded rectangle in the market for exports.: It is apparent

from figure

2 why the results show very little increase in welfare from a

reduction

in the import quota alcie in the presence of an export subsidy:

producers

substitute

in the export market

(and obtain increased government

subsidies) for reduced demand in the domestic market.
Figure 3 illustrates the principal effects of removing an export subsidy
on a piecemeal basis in the presence of an import quota on the substitute import
variety. The

height BC equals the difference between the marginal cost

of

production of the initial output E. and the price paid by foreigners. If we were
to ignore the interaction effects involved in reaching a new equilibrium, the
triangle ABC would equal the benefits to the economy of removing the export
subsidy; but the interaction effects between the markets reduces the Denefits of
export subsidy removal.
Removal of the export subsidy causes the export price of producers to fall
to the world price

(PE1 = WPE).

Since the export price to producers

falls,

producers shift supply to the domestic market, which induces a fall in the price
of the domestic variety. The drop in the price of the domestic variety induces
a shift down in the demand for imports, which reduces the price of imports. There
are further feedback effects as the lower import price induces a downward shift
in the demand for domestic goods, whico,in turn induces an increase in the supply

'9The rectangle of losses to the economy in the export market followsfrom equation 8 (or its special case equation 5"')
in Harberger (1971). Harberger considersthe case where there is a change in the tax (broadly interpretedas any price-cost
distortion) on good I (in our case the ,emoval of the import quota) in the presence of taxes on other goods in the economy,
say goods 2,...,n. In our case the mcst notable other tax is the export subsidy on exports in the same sector. Then the
change in welfare is the change in surpluson euod 1, plus the change in surpluson goods 2,...,n, where the latter is equal
to the tax on the other goods times the change in cuantiryof thosegoods, summedover all such goods.
20

Thereare additionalsecond best effects not shown in figures2 and 3 includingthe change in dead-weightlosses due to
change in demand in the presence of tariffs in agriculrureor the rest of the economy.Most notably, import quota removal
results in additionalbenefits in the agriculture sector equal to the tariff rate times the change in the quantity of imports.
Since our approach is general equilibrium, which measures the welfare change by equivalent variation, we consider all
secondbest effects, even thoughnot depictedin the diagram.
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of exports. Applying the Burns methodology again, the latter effect reduces the
of export subsidy reduction

benefits
market."1

to the shaded triangle

in the export

By contrast with figure 2, there are no welfare consequences other

than in the market in which the distortion is changing. This follows from the
Harberger principal mentioned in the footnote above: since there is no change in
the quantity of imports, there is no welfare change in the import market.22
In figure 4 we depict the benefits of removing both the export subsidy and
the import quota. Since distortions are removed in both markets,

there are

triangles of benefits in both the import market and the export market. What may
appear puzzling is that despite the triangle of benefits in the import market in
figure 4, in most of the cases in table 3 the welfare benefits of removing export
subsidies alone are as large as the combined benefits of removing both export
subsidies and import quotas. Comparing figures 3 and 4, one can observe that due
to the greater decline in the price of the imported variety in figure 4, the
decline in the price of the domestic good is greater in figure 4. Then the
increase in export supply is greater in figure 4, which implies that the triangle
of benefits in the export market alone is smaller in figure 4 than in figure 3,
2aribus. These reduced benefits

ceterus

in the export market are typically

-pproximately just offset by the triangle of benefits in the import market.
The third column in tables 3 and 4 refers to the net change in tariffs
minus subsidy expenditures as a percentage of initial government revenue. Export
subsidy reduction improves the Government's fiscal position as expected in all
cases--an

important consideration given

inflation.23

The

removal of

the Government's efforts

import licenses

provides

mixed

co control

results

on

the

Government's fiscal position, depending on the elasticities. In table 4, where

2

Figure 3 is drawn for the case where the quota remains binding after the removalof the export subsidy. This holds for
our results for aggregateagrict.'iwreand for most of the individualsectors as well. In the case of pork, however, the crosselasticity effect is sufficientdystrong that the import quota is no longer binding after the export subsidy is removed.
22Thatis, without resourcemovement,there are no gains from improvedresourceallocation.
'Formally in our model, any change in the fiscal positian of the governmentis exactly offset by lump-sumtaxes on or
transfers to the consumer. To the extent that a reductionof export subsidies allows the governmentto reduce distortionary,
taxation, the benefits of export subsidy reductionwould exceedthe benefits we have estimated.
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smaller elasticities of substitution in demand are employed, for reasons
explained above, the Government'sfiscal positionworsens.As shown in figure 2,
the Government will have to increase its expenditureson export subsidies when
it removes import licenses.Another effect on government expenditureswhich is
not pictured in figure 2, is that the Governmentincreasesits tariff collections
as a rasult of the increase in the quantity of imports after the quota is
removed. With high import demand elasticities, the increase in imports and the

tariff collectionsare large, and these increasedtariff collections exceed the
increase in expenditureson export subsidies.
The fourth column in tables 3 and 4 show that the real exchange ra e must
depreciatewhen export subsidies or import licenses are removed. The removal of
import licenses increases imports; the removal of export subsidies decreases
exports. Thus, the price of traded goods must increase relative to non-traded

goods in order to restore equilibrium in the balance of trade, i.e., a real
depreciation.

V. COSTS OF A CAP TYPE SYSTEM
As mentioned above, the (overnment initiated a CAP type system in 1991.
Since the amount budgeted was rather modest, the consequences of the program were
minimal; thus the real concern is whether the system is a harbinger of a larger
program to come. On the one hand, in the Uruguay Round negotiations at the GATT,
Hungary is member of the "Cairns" group of nations. Many Government officials
recognize that the establishment of a CAP runs counter to the international
efforts of the Cairns group in the Uruguay Round (as well as the U.S.) to reduce
agricultural

subsidies. On the other hand, other officials anticipate

that

Hungary will eventually join the EC, and believe that they should harmonize their
regulatory environment to the EC CAP system which they believe will continue to
exist.
The objective of a CAP type system is to support agricultural prices. As
mentioned

above,

due

to input-output

linkages

in the agricultural

sector,

although the system often starts with feed grains, it quickly spreads to a wide
range of products in agriculture. Thus, we shall counterfactually estimate the

15

impact of a price support system in all of agriculture. Moreover, a price support
system requires

import restraints, since otherwise imports would enter and

undermine the price support program. That is, a CAP system would undermine the
effort of Hungary to liberalize its trade regime. we simulate a system of price
support at three different levels: 5 percent, 10 percent and 20 percent higher
than the initial prices.
We

assume

that

the higher

prices

are

achieved

by

increasing

export

subsidies and limiting imports to their initial level. That is, we implement the
CAP by increasing the export suiasidy to achieve a desired level of domestic
prices, holding the import quotas in place, and allowing the quota premium on
imports to vary endogenously. Then we may use figure 3 to analyze the effects of
this policy
rate
the

s of *.
same

increase

(by inverting the subscripts 0 and 1 and interpreting the subsidy
figure as the increase in the subsidy rate) since figure 3 depicts

type of policy in reverse." lTnecosts of the system therefore are an
in

the

inefficiency

costs

in

the export market

as

the

costs

of

production exceed the value of the goods paid by foreigners.
The results are reported

in table 4.

As expected agricultural

output

expands due to the price support program. In the case of a 10 percent increase
in price supports for example, production increases by about 21 percent, but
government export subsidies increase by more than 100 percent and the government
loses substantial revenue. The export subsidy rate increases from 16.7 percent
(table 1) to 33.6 percent. Without an offsetting revenue increase or expenditure
decrease, the government budget would move into deficit by almost 3 percent of
its initial revenue. The loss in welfare is about 0.3 percent of GDP. The real
exchange

rate appreciates with the introduction of a CAP system because the

initial effect is to increase exports.
The estimates would be expected to be lower bound estimates of the costs
of the price support system for two reasons. First, the introduction of a CAP

2

"However, an additional rectangleof costs of a CAP, not shown in figure 3 but captured by our model, is the initial
subsidy rate times the increase in the quantityof exports. This is analogous to the situationdiscussedabove cf an additional
rectangle of benefits due to the presenceof an import tariff when the import quota is removed.
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system increases the demand for imported agricultural products as consumers would
like

to substitute

prevented

for

the higher priced

from additional

domestic products.

are

restraints. The

importing, however, by the quota

licensing premium on imports increases from 16.8 percent

Consumers

(table 1) to 26.5

percent. As a consequence, the rents on imported products under license increase.
It

would be expected

that costly rent-seeking behavior

to obtain

the more

valuable licenzes would also increase. The costs to the economy of this likely
increase in rent dissipating activity are an additional cost of the price support
system, which are ignor'.d in the estimates of table 4.
will

have

compensate

to obtain

additional

revenue

(or reduce

Second, the government
other

expenditures)

to

for the additional expenditures of the price support system.

In

practice, additional taxes would impose a dead-weight loss on the economy, but
we have employed lump-sum non-distortionary taxes in our model.

VI.

CONCLUSION

We have developed a computable general equilibrium model for the purpose
of evaluating the consequences of reform of Hungarian agricultural policy. An
important empirical step in the exercise was the price comparisons study, the
results of which were presented in table 2.

These results show that the import

licenses were a binding constraint on imports for the products of the table. The
results were interpreted through the use of graphs which should facilitate the
understanding of models of this type.
The results show that the imposition of a CAP type system would indeed be
a costly step backwards for Hungary, especially since the long run trend in
Hungarian

agricultural policy has been toward less intervention and greater

reliance on the market. Import licenses and export subsidies are also shown to
be costly inefficient policies. Perhaps the most important policy conclusion is
in the area of the piecemeal sequencing of reforms in the presence of both export
subsidies and import licenses. The removal of import licenses in the presence of
export subsidies will generate byproduct distortions in the export market; little

17

gain in welfare may ensue. On the other hand, the piecemeal removal of export
subsidies will not generate byproduct distortions so that su -.&...tial
gains can
be expected. These greater gains will come, however, at the expense of greater
adjustment costs.
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Table 1. Basic policy and industry data, 1990

Product
Butter

Cheese

Chicken

Milk
Powder

Pork

Agriculture
(aggregatel

Rest of Economy
(nonagriculmure)

Percent
Import licensing premium
Export subsidy
Tariff
Imports/consumption
Exports/production

23.4

12.3

8.8

7.1

19.2

16.6

na a/

37.5

37.5

37.5

37.5

18.75

16.7

0

66.0

31.0

26.0

26.0

21.0

9.5

0.1

0.7

1.5

1.8

0.8

27.8

32.5

10.3

27.2

57.6

25.3

25.6

46.5

30.1

8.3

Billion Forint
Imports
Exports
Consumption
Production
a/

0.01

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.40

52.8

610.2

0.75

2.56

7.97

0.91

17.04

139.3

545.8

6.26

5.92

2.91

2.40

46.76

190.2

1879.8

7.29

9.40

13.82

3.61

66.61

299.9

1815.4

Not available.

Source: Licensing premia are calculations by the authorsand Mrs.
Agnes Nagy of Kopint-Da.org, Budapest. Otht.- data are from offcial
government publications.

Table 2. Cakulation of licensing premium for certain Hungarian
agricultural products, 1U9"
Later
1. World price (S per metric ton) a/

2. Transportation& handlingchargesto the Hungarian
border (S per metric too) b/
3. Border Price. I + 2a (S per nmtric ton)

Cheese

OdCkAn

Milk Powder

$1,363

$1,700

$1,225

S1,458

$87

$91

$34

$1,791

$1,259

S1,523

$1585

$1,450

$65

PO,*

$1,499
S76

4. Tanif Rates A Lenes
MFN tariff
Other levies c/
Total levies in percat

60%
6%
66%

25%
6%
31%

20%
6%
26%

20%
6%
26%

15%
6%
21%

Total levies in dollars

$957

$555

$327

$395

$333

$2,407

$2,346

$1,586

$1,918

$1,918

5. DeliveredPrice including1vics ($)
6. Delivercd price induding levies in Hungarian
Forint gl

151,689Ft

147,845Ft

99,9SOFt

120,872Ft

120,872Ft

7. Domcstic market farmpgi (tob) price _i

187,253Ft

165,946Ft

108,70WFt

129,509Ft

144,05OFt

S. Estimaed licens premium [(7/6) -11 ' 100
23.4
Notes:
A

k/
S/
ei
oure

12.3

8.8

7.1

19.2

World
Pi: Buter, Milk (whole) Powder, nd Cheere (hard chesc): The 1990
wdrld price is taken as the averngkprice fob in North-EL pcan ports
and selectedworU
ports, including New Zealand. Butter is 82 percent butter and requires
refrigerationin transportaion. Chiken: Averae 1990price for frozen
whole carcass chicken broiler,
weighing 900-1200 grms (giblet included)ddivered to Mideast port in
refrigerted container. Pork: Average 1990 price for extr EC exports of
fresh or chilled swine
carcAsse and haf carcasse, HTS t02031110of Eurota.
TIraortion
C
Transpotation costs vay depending on the city of origin and method of tansportation;
in all cas the low cost source was eleced. Butter is from
Rozuadam by refrigetd truck, wt;ch ir
iper than refrigerated rail; milk powder is from A_stedam by truck; chees
is from the Parisica Basin by refrigcratd t.ak;
chicken is frm the north Yugolavian port of Koper by refrigerated rail;
pork is from Roterdam by refrigaed truck.
The six pereet levies are decomposedinto two percent customs cleane
fee; three pecent satisical fee; and one percent licensing fee for licensed
products.
ITe eciwnge ro used was the average exchangerate for 1990: 63.02
Forint - 1.
DomsAic Ptic 7Thedomatic pric, of cbeces, butter .nd milk powder
is the aveage produce' price for the year.
WoldPricos buter, milk powder and che:
United Staes Depanrmentof Agriculture. Forcign Agricutural SeviL
:W;den: National Broiler Council, Washington.D.C.
and Uoldkist, Atlanta, Georgia; pork: data of the Statistical Officeof the
European Communiy Ty. oion ctes
im were provided by the Hungarian Geneal
Forwading Enterprisc (Mayar AltauMnos
SzdlltzmnnyozLsi
V/ilalst - MASPED).I[riff r te MFN rse
famheKcreskedelmiVimarifs, 198-89 (Commercial Tariff
Ratec 1988-89published by the Chamber of Commerce of Hungary).
These rates were valid in 1990. Excbane
: GATT (1991). Domestic Prices: butter, milk powder
and chees: sales staistics of the Centrl Statical Office; Chicken:
poultry daughtering and processiLgfactory in Budapest;Pork: meat slaughtering
and proceing
factory in Sz&esfeh6rvdr.

Table 3: Effwts of renoving export subsidies and import Ecesa
(Baeed on 1990 data, in pernectchange in variable)
Prodlct & policy *I

Welfare
(% of GDP)
H

Butter, remove: cl
Expon subsidy

Import licenes
Both

H

C

L

H

C

L

H

C

L

-15.02

-14.39

-12.30

.026

.027

.027

-.035

-.040

-.037

-6-44
-16.92

-1.82
-14.87

-0.68
-12.81

.011
.030

.002
.028

.0005
.027

-.019
-.041

-.006
-.042

-.003
-.038

.012
(4.7)

.007
(3 7)
.001
.007

.004
(3.2)
.0004
.004

-26.45

-22.18

-19.22

.087

.0o9

.090

-.051

-.059

-.062

-3.47
-,7.20

-1.37
-22.45

-0.76
-19.38

.007
.088

.002
.089

.0008
.090

-.015
-.054

-.008
-.060

-.005
-.063

-46.81

-36.87

-30.91

.272

.276

.279

-. 128

-. 135

-. 138

-0.86
-46.81

-0.40
-36.87

-0.25
-30.91

.002
.272

.0008
.276

.0005
.279

-.013
-.128

-.009
-.135

--007
-.138

004
.013

Chicken, remove:
Expon subsidy

.028
(0)
.001
.028

.015
(0)
.0004
.015

.008
(0)
.0001
.00o

.005
(20)
.001
.005

.003
(1.2)
.0004
.003

.001
(0.7)
.0002
.001

-26.36

-21.56

-18.09

.031

.032

.032

-.016

-.019

-.021

-3.06
-26.99

-1.55
-21.77

-1.00
-18.1

.002
.031

.0007
.032

.0004
.032

-.004
-. 017

-.003
-.019

-.003
-.021

.017
(13.0)
.046
.045

.009
(12.7)
.017
.020

.005
(12.5)
.006
.OfS

-14.26

-11.69

-10.23

.287

.296

.301

-.24A

-.259

-.266

.6.09
-17.69

-3.43
-13.54

-1.85
-11.30

.061
.333

.025
.315

.010
309

-.99
-.348

-.143
-.332

-.090
-.316

hmport licenses
Both

Both

L

Real exchangc rate b/

.001
(13.8)
.0003
.001

Both

bnpoetlicenses

C

Goverment revenue
(% of initial gov't. revenue)

.002
(11.6)
.001
.002

Inpon1
licenses

Milk gwder, remove:
Exportaubsidy

Sector ouput
(% of initial output)

.003
(13.0)
.007
-005

Cheese, remove:
Export subsidy

>

in agrculural sectors

frD mmove:

Exposutbsidy
ot lese

Bo1h
Namte:
A

The bencbmut .qaot

k/

A negativesign indicats a dq

if

Vale in pareithese equalsde endogeiusly determinedimt

sdy and lecas pemium for each prduct and the rma of the economyastaken f

iaio

of the

al

exchan

tabk I

sate.
licensepremium(in pement) in thenam equilibrium.

Table 4: Effects of removing licenses and export subsidies and implementing
a cap system in aggregate agriculture sedor
Welfare
(% of GD)P)
If

Sector ouput
(% of initial output)

C

L a/

II

C

L

Governniemrevenue
(% of mnitialgov'rn revenue)

Realexchange rate cl

It

C

L

H

C

L

Policy change cl
Removeexportsubsidiesh/

.144
(7.2)

.074
(6.9)

.037
(6.8)

-26.1

-18.7

-14.5

2.07

2.15

2.19

-1.96

-2.06

-2.10

Removeimpon licenses

.107

.051

.025

-3.7

-2.4

-1.7

-0.04

-0.01

0.004

-0.80

-0.74

-0.71

Remove both

.225

.112

.055

-28.2

-19.9

-15.3

2.19

2.21

2.23

-2.30

-2.35

-2.38

7.5

-1.68

-1.39

-1.24

1.05

1.04

1.03

CAP System
Increase pnces by:
5%

10%

20%

-.253
(25.0; 21. 5f

-. 124
(25.1; 21.5W

-.061
(25 1; 21.6f

15.5

10.1

-.624
(33 4; 26.5

-.301
(33.6; 26.5W

-.148
(33.7; 26.5f

32.2

20.7

15.2

-3.77

-2.96

-2.58

2.11

2.07

2.05

-1.717
(50.3; 36,6W

-.802
(50.8; 36.6f

-.387
(51.2; 36.6f

69.2

43.0

31.1

-9.15

-6.63

-5.48

4.31

4.15

4.07

Notes:
a/

11, C and L are the estimates for high, central and low elasticity scenarios,
respectively.

b/

Initial export subsidies and license premium in effect in all scenarios are
taken from data in table 1. Value in parentheses equals the endogenously
determincd impon license premium (in percent) in die
new equilbrium.

c/

A negative sign indicates a depreciation in the real cxchangerate.

d_

Values in parentheses equal the endogenously determined export subsidy
and unport licensc premium (in percent). rcspectively, in the new equilibrium.

Source: Model estimates.
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APPENDIX
This appendix briefly describes the model equations, variables and
parameters,
and elasticities and lists them in in tables A.1, A.2, and A.3,
respectively. In table A.4, we present the results of our comparison of the
extent of non-tariff barriers to trade in agriculture in OECD countries.
I. Description of Model Eauations
Table A.1 lists the equations of the model. There are 32 equations
arranged into six groups. Table A.2 lists the variable and parameter names.
Table A.3 specifies the elasticity values.
Demand Ecuations
Equations (2) through (5) represent domestic demand conditions.
Equation
(1) is a Stone-Geary utility function in composite goods, TCDi, with
parameters XA and i. The parameters Xi are minimal or subsistence
expenditures. Thus (TCDi-X,)>O. The parameters 6i (Oi>O and ZO3=1) are related
to the own price elasticities of demand. Equation (1) is important in the
model only insofar as it forms the basis of the system of demand equations (2)
through (6), and for the purpose of calculating the Hicksian equivalent
variation. It is not used for the purpose of calculating the equilibrium.
In the first stage, the consumer determines the budgets for the
composite consumption goods by maximizing utility subject to the aggregate
national income constraint and using appropriately defined average prices for
the composite goods.1 This yields equation (2).
In the second stage, the consumer determines the amounts to consume of
the domestic and imported goods (CDi and CMi respectively) that comprise the
composite consumption good. This problem can be characterized as solving for
the CDi and CMi that maximize composite consumption given prices of the
domestic and imported goods, PD, and PMi respectively, and given the budget
for the composite good from stage one. This gives equations (4) and (5).
Finally, for consistency between the two stages, the prices for
composite goods, PTCDi, in equation (3), are the dual prices obtained from the
optimization problem that gives equations (4) and (5).
SupplY

Equations

Equations (6) through (11) represent domestic supply conditions. In
equation (6), real aggregate output of the economy, XT, is a CET function of
composite domestic products XDi. The parameter ptd (ptd>l) is related to the
elasticity of transformation, otd, where ptd=1-(1/atd). A graph of equation
(6) would show the familiar "bowed-out" production possibility curve for the
economy.

I As is well known, it is sufficientfor two stage budgetingthat the utility functionof the representative
consumerbe weakly separable and that subutilitybe homothetic.Our specificationssatisfy these restrictions.
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Domestic producers allocate resources between sectors so as to maximize
the sum of the values of the composite products subject to a fixed level of XT
in equation (6). The solution to this optimization problam gives equation
(7). The optimal ratio of composite agricultural product to composite
domestic

product

for the rest of the economy,

(XDA/XDR) , is directly

related

to the ratio of prices of the composite products, (PXA/PXR) . Equations (6)
and (7) together give the optimal levels of XDA and XDR. Equation (8) gives
the price of XT, PXT, which is the dual price of the unit revenue function
when composite products are sold optimally.
Each composite domestic product, XD,, is a CET function of the quantity
supplied to the domestic market and to foreign markets (exports), where E, and
Si are export market and domestic market products respectively. The
parameters
pti (pt,>1) are related to the elasticities of transformation,
at1,
where pt,=(1-1/at) . Domestic producers find optimal domestic and export
supply by maximizing the revenue subject to a given quantity of composite
product. This gives equations (9) to (11). The prices of composite domestic
products, PXi, are dual prices obtained from the maximization of revenue
subject to composite output.
Domestic Prices of Traded Goods
Equations (12) and (13) express the relationships becween domestic
prices and world prices of traded goods. The equations all have an exchange
rate, ER, that converts world prices to domestic prices. Given our choice of
numeraire (see below), the proportional change in ER equals the proportional
change in the real exchange rate. Domestic prices of exported products, PEi,
are based on world prices, PWEi, and increased by the factor (l+TEi) when
there are export subsidies. The export subsidy rate is 100*TEi percent.
Domestic prices of imported products, PMi, are based on world prices, PWMi,
and increased by the factor (1+TMi) when there are tariffs on imports. The
import tariff rate is 100*TMi percent. If there are effective quantitative
restraints on imports due to import licensing, then the domestic price of
imports is higher than the price that would result if the only restriction on
imports were a tariff. The additional effect on prices due to licensing is
indicated by the factor (1+PRCO9). The tariff equivalent rate for import
licensing is 100*PRCOi percent.
Eo-uilibrium for Domestic Goods
It is assumed that equilibrium in the markets for domestic goods can be
characterized by setting demand equal to supply. This gives equation (14).
Tariffs, Subsidies. Government Revenue, Import Premiums
Equation (15) is the revenue collected by the government from tariffs on
imports and equation (16) is the government outlay for subsidies on exports.
The net effect on the government budget of tariff revenues and export
subsidies is indicated by equation (17). All other government revenues and
outlays are outside the scope of the model and assumed to be constant lump sum
collections and disbursements.
Effective quantitative restraints due to import licensing create a
scarcity value or premium for import licenses. The total value of import
premiums for each imported product is given by equation (18).
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Trade Balance, National Income and Expenditure. Numeraire
Equation (19) states that the country's balance of payments on trade
account with the rest of the world, in world prices, is constant. This
equation embodies the assumption that the country faces a budget constraint
with the rest of the world and cannot, by changing its own trade policies,
influence its preexisting trade balance.
Equation (20) gives the relationship between national income and
expenditure. It is readily shown that consumers spend all their income on the
two composite goods. The sum of TCD,, equation (2), which is total
expenditure on composite goods, equals GDP. The TCDi are CES functions of CDi
and CMI, and CES functions are linear homogeneous. Therefore the sum of
consumer expenditures on CD, and CM, also equals GDP. This demonstrates that
Walras Law holds.
The terms on the rhs of equation (20) are total income of the economy,
and explained as follows. The first term on the rhs of (20) is payments by
domestic producers to factors of production (e.g., suppliers of labor and
capital). This follows from the fact that the CET function in equation (6) is
linear homogeneous plus the assumption that payments to productive factors
exhaust total receipts by producers in each sector. The o.'Aer terms on the
rhs relate to trade policies and the balance of payments.
(rhese terms would
be zero absent tariffs, export subsidies, import licensing, and a deficit or
surplus in the current account.) The second term adds tariff revenue less
export subsidies; the third term adds total import licensing premiums; the
fourth term is the adjustment to the economy's income from the trade balance.
Finally, the price variables must be normalized in some manner. CGE
models typically do not have money so that absolute price levels have no
meaning: only relative prices matter. In this model prices are normalized by
equation (21). As explained by Tarr (1989), this normalization procedure has
the advantage that the percent change in the nominal exchange rate equals the
percent change in the real exchange rate (i.e., percent change in the relative
price of traded goods to nontraded (domestic) goods.
II. Model Variables and Parameters
Table A.2 lists all the variables and parameters in the model. There
are 31 endogenous variables and equations (recall equation (1) is not employed
in the model). Due to Walras' Law, however, one of the equations is
redundant, which allows us to drop an equation or add a variable. The model
has seven exogenous variables. The values of these variables are fixed at
1990 levels. Most notably, the exogenous variables include the real aggregate
output of the economy, XT, and the trade balance, TRB.
The major policy parameters are: the ad valorem export subsidy rate for
an agricultural product, TEA, the ad valorem import tariff rate for an
agricultural product, TMA, and the ad valorem Lpremium rate attributable to
import licensing for an agricultural product, PRMCOA. The values of the
policy parameters for 1990 are given in the text, in table 1. The derivation
of the licensing premia is explained in table 2 of the text.
Finally, the mnodel has 12 parameters that are obtained when the model is
benchmarked to our 1990 data set. For a discussion and illustration of
benchmarking and the calibration of parameters in a .GE model, see de Melo and
Tarr (1992).
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Data for Elasticity Parameters
The model has four types of elasticity parameters specified in table
A.3. In any simulation, seven elasiticity values must be specified: three in
the agriculture sector, three in the rest of the economy and one shared
elasticity of transformation between the agriculture sector and the rest of
the economy.
Data for Production, Exports. and Imoorts
These data were obtained from official Hungarian sources with the
assistance of Ms. Agnes Nagy, Kopint-Datorg, Budapest. In some instances, it
was necessary to form estirnatesbased on consultation with experts in Hungary.
disk 22: appen
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Table A.1
Model Equations
Welfare Indicatorand Demand Equations
Stone-Gearyutility rurction
UTILITY

=

J

(TCD,

-

(1)

Demand for compositegoods
PTCD 1 *TCD,

= PTCDI*XA

+ Ri* (GDP

Xj*PTCD)
X

-

(2)

Price (dual) of compositegoods
PTCD,

ACC;1'*[5c1'°

=

+ ( 1 -65ci)1

pC)
*pM.c

-

p,

)1

PDi;,/(,

-PC)
]PC1)p,(3)

Demand for domestic goods
CD1 = XCV

*

(I -c,)-' (Pe-"

*

(PD,/PTCD)l1'c-1

*

TCD

(4)

Demand for importedgoods
Cm', = AT-PCAO
(- ) * 6c[ (P' ) * (PM/1PTCD)''

-

*

TCD,

(5)

SuRolvEquations
Real aggregate output of economy
XT = X7V * [yd * XDd + (I -yd)

*

(6)

XDR]l'ad

Supply of compositedomesticproducts
XDAIXDR = [ydl( 1 -yd)]id

- 1

*

(7)

(PXI/PXR)

Price of aggregate output of economy
PXT

(d(t
-*
O *
+ ( _,dX/(
W *PXA

=

P"(8)

Supply of domesticproducts
Si ;171

(1 -. Yi)-

I) *

* XD

(PDIPX))'

(9)

Supply of export product,s
E

,

*T-ll

*

(PE/IPX;)
" '

*

(10)

YD;

Price of composite domesticproducts
P,

= AT,I *

+

[yi

(1-

)lI)

* PEI

* PD

'

(11)

. !
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DomesticPrices of Traded Goods
Domestic price of export products
PE, = PWfE,*(I + T7E
1 )*ER

(12)

Domesticprice of import products
PM, = 'WM,* (I + TM,)* (I + PRC0,)* ER

(13)

Eauilibriumfor DomesticGoods
Demand equals supply for domesticgoods
CD, - Si

(14)

Tariffs, Subsidies.GovernmentRevenue.Import Premiums
Tariff Revenue
TARIFF - E TM * CMI*

*ER

(15)

SUBSIDY = E TE, Ei* FWEk,* ER

(16)

Export Subsidies

Governrient Revenue
GOVR = TARIFF - SUBSIDY

(17)

Import LicensingPremiums
PRMC, = PRCOC* PM

* (I

TM,) * CM, * ER

(18)

Trade Balance. NationalIncomeand Expenditure.Numeraire
Trade Balance
72? =cTPWE*

E - FWM-

CM,)

(19)

Cie

National Income and Expenditure
GDP = PXT XT + GOVR +

- TRB*ER

EPRMC,
'iE.

(20)

Numeraire
P2VVRM= E(PD,
iEt

NOTE: s

*XJI

E MD, *
IEJ

1

)

(21)

{A(griculturesector), R(est of Economy)} i,j = A,R. Total cquationsin model: 32.
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Table A.2
Model Variablesand Parameters
EndogenousVariables
Consum2tion

UTILITY
TCD,
CD,
CMj

utility
total consumptionof compositegoods
consumptionof domesticproducts
consumptionof importedproducts

Production
XDi
Si
Ei

outputs of compositedomesticproducts
ouitputsof productsfor domesticmarket
outputs of productsfor export markets

Prices
PXT
PTCDi
PXi
PDi
PM,
PEi
ER

price of aggregateoutput of economy
prices of compositeconsumptiongoods
prices of compositedomesticproducts
prices of domesticproducts
prices of importedproducts
prices of exportedproducts
'nominal' exchangerate

Other variables
TARIFF
SUBSIDY
GOVR
PRMC,
GDP

total tariff revenue
total expuri subsidies
net governmentrevenue from tariffs and subsidies
prernia from imports due to import licensing
gross domesticproduct

Total endogenousva iables: 31
ExogenousVariables
XT
PWEi
PWMj
TRB
PNORM

real aggregateoutput of economy
world prices of exported products
world prices of importedproducts
balance of payments (trade balance)
average domesticprice
Policy Parameters
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TEA
TMA
PRMCOA

export subsidy rates (ad valorem)
import tariff rates (ad valorem)
premium rates on imports (ad valorem)
Elasticity Parameters

o3
pc,
ptd
Pt,

from own price elasticities of demand
from elasticities of substitution in consumption
from elasticity of transformation between composite domestic products
from elasticities of transformation between domestic product and export
product
Parameters from Calibration

xj

ACC,
5c,
ATD
-yd
AT,

subsistence consumptions in LES functions
constant terms in CES functions for composite goods
share terms in CES functions for composite goods
constant term in CET function for real aggregate output of economy
share term in CET function for real aggregate output of economy
constant terms in CET functions for composite domestic products
share terms iD CET functions for composite domestic products
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Table A.3. Central elasticities used in CGE model
Elasticitvof transformatnon
Exporrsvs Domestic

Gross output
Product or sector

Demand

(rti)

Beef

0.4'

0.3

2.0c

Butter

-0.15"

2.0X

Cheese
Chicken
Corn
Milk powder
Pork
Sugar
Sunflower

-0.5 '

0 25 b
0.65 b

Agriculture

-0.29

-0.5

-0.2
-0.4 b
-0.4
-0.3
0.3 b

(1)

(oci)

0,45b
0,6 '
1.8

2.0
2.0
4.0
2,0
2.0'
2.0
4.0'

15I
15 '
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

1.0

4.6

4

NA

29d3

0.70 b
1.0 b
0.9

Notes: NA = not applicable
(1) the own demand elasticity was found using the LES system
Sources:

Importsvs. Domestic

-______________

(aid)

Restof economy

Elasnrciyof Substirution

Interpolated based on:
' Borszeki, Meszaros, and Varga, p. 82.
Gardiner, Roningen, and Liu (1989), p. 45.
See text for explanation
d Harrison, Rutherford, and Tarr (1993)
Morkre (1990), p. 18-22
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C I D_________I
Australia

No import licensiry

No import licensing
.

OUD Cgmirks:

o.r
Import permitsrequiredfor
wa, rye, oats, maize,
sorghum,millet

Import embargoremoved

I

IO_|

andrepmcedby specific rte
tariff from I July 1989

Austria

Discreionay licensingappliesto
imponsof dairy productsof
cow's milL andto certain
cheesesfiromEC

Imports of poultry, live sheep
and goats,and their meatsarc
liberalized Other mealshave
quota

Discretiory licensing
appliesto virtualy all cereals
and melds(excepte.g., rice)

Import peamitsrequired

Cana

Import pemits usedin
admiishation ofquotas on
cheeseand dry buttermilk.
Import permitsalso usedfor
other dairy productsthat do not
haveanexplicit quota

Import licenscson chickens,
turkeys,andchickencggs in
administrationof impon quotas.
Note, global quotaon beef and
veal doesnot appearto be
binding inmost ycas

Impon permitsrequiredfor
wheatand wheatprod ,ts,
andfor barleyand bailey
products

No import licensing

EuropeanCommunity
(EC-IO)

Import licenseand security
depositrequiredto uipot milk
or milk products. A variable
kvy is pplied to all dairy
imnports
(exceptproductsfor
which the EC hasconcluded
specid agreements
or
arrgements). Thevariable
levy is basedon the difference
betweenthe thresholdprice (i.e.,
the price at which a product
originating in a non-nember
country may enter the
Community market- delivered-

No licensesrequired. Imports
are subjectto a variablelvy
mechanism.However,most
importsof beef and veal,and
mutton, are subjectto quotasor
VERs and re exempt from
certainaspectsof variablelevy
mechanism

Import licensesrequired.
Licensesare issuedto anyone
uponapplicationbut require
lodgingof security,which is
retainedif the applicantdoes
not carry out the import
transactionwithin the
stipulatedperiod. Imporns
are subjectto a variablekvy
mechanism

_

free-towholesaler
stage)andthe
free-at-frontierprice (i.e, the
mostfavorablebuying price on
the world market)
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Import licenserequired.
Impontsaresubjectto a
variabk kvy mechanism

Import security
depositrequiredfor
oilseeds,import
certificaterequired
for fruit and
vegctabks;impon
licenserequirtd for
wine

[

CaUNY

Dafy

Japan

Mixed. No import licensesor
import quotasfor processed
cheese(abolishedin 1989and
replacedby higher tariffs -- went
up from 35 to 60 percentin
1989,50 percentin 1990,40
percentfrom 1991) nd on
frozenyogurt, whippedcrcam,
and ice crcam(liberalized
between1988and 1990).
Licensesand import quotas
remain on four designateddairy
products: butter, skim milk
powder,sweetenedcondensed
whole milk, and sweetened
condensedskim milk For
designateddairy products,
Livestock IndustryPromotion
Corp. (I.PC), whid. is a
Governmentagency,!hasbeen
grantedthe exclusiveright to
impnon

No import licenserequired.
Beef quotaincreasedin
1989190
and replacedby ad
valoremtariff in April 1991.
The lariff ratewill go from 25
percentto 70 percentin 1991,
to 60 percen in 1992,and to
50 perecntbeginning 1993

Import licensingand import
quotasfor food grains: rice,
wheal,and barley. No
licensingor quotasfor
sorghumor com for feed.
Tariff quotaappliesto com
usedfor industrialpurposes

No import licenserequiredSugarimportssubjectto a
specific tariff, variabielevy,
and a surcharge

New Zealand

Impon licensenot required

Importsof most meatand meat
productshave beenfree from
import licensingsincemid1980s. lIowever, importsof
cggsand poultry are prohibited

No restrictionson imports;
licensesgrantedon demand.
llowever, inpon licensingon
wheat and flour abolished
from I January1990

No import licensesrequired.
Controlson impoftationsand
pricing of sugarremoved
from 31 August 1986

Import licensingusedto
administerquotason dairy
products. Most dairy products
subjectto import quotas

No import licensing. Hlowever,
for certainyears
freshand
frozen beef,veal,mutton, and
goatmeataresubjectto VRAs
(Voluntary Resuaint
Agreements)underthe Meat
Import Act. Pork and lamb not
subjectto VRAs

No import licensing

No import licensing. In
October1990global import
quotareplaecdby tariff
quota. Within quota unports
allocatedby countryand
subjectto low tariff
Imports beyondthe quota
opento all sourcesbut
subjectto very high duty (16
centsDeroound)

"Ca

_M_

I

I

I________

United States

isOPredudsI

Wine imponsare
subjectto import
licensingaspart of
domesticindustry
plan. Principal
miechanismn
for
issuinglicensingis
tendering. Import
licensesawefreely
transferable
between
imns ctrs

l__________________________

Sources:(I) OECD (1990), AgticuwuralPolicies,Markets,and Trade Monitoring and Outlook. 1990.
(2) OECD (1987), National Policiesand Aginultutl Trade. (3) Consultationwith officials at USDA, ERS.
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By end of 1989,
imponsof all
productscovered
by food industry
plans(cande
fruit,
starches,
andmargarine)
hadbeenfreed
from license
controls
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